3. COUPLING FACTOR BETWEEN COILS

We assume that the coils are arranged according to Fig. 6, where:
- $r_1$ is radius of reader’s antenna coil
- $r_2$ is radius of transponder coil
- $a$ is angle between coils ($0^\circ$ = parallel)
- $x$ is distance between coils.

In transponder coil place the magnetic induction $B(x)$ and magnetic flux $\Phi(x)$ are given by equations

$$B(x) = \mu H(x)$$ \hspace{1cm} [T] \hspace{1cm} (4)

$$\Phi(x) = \pi r_2^2 B(x)$$ \hspace{1cm} [Wb]. \hspace{1cm} (5)

In transponder coil there is induced voltage $U$ given by

$$U = N_2 \frac{d\Phi}{dt} = -N_1 B(x) \pi r_1^2 \frac{d}{dx}$$ \hspace{1cm} [V]. \hspace{1cm} (6)

The coils create a loss transformer, coils of whose are coupled by mutual inductance

$$M = k(x) \sqrt{\frac{\mu_0}{\mu}}$$ \hspace{1cm} [H]. \hspace{1cm} (7)

Coupling factor $k(x)$ is parameter which depends on geometrical dimensions of coils (Fig. 6) and is given by

$$k(x) = \frac{r_2^2 \sin^2 \theta}{r_1^2 + r_2^2 x^2 + s^2}$$ \hspace{1cm} [-]. \hspace{1cm} (8)

The coupling factor is basic parameter needed for correct RFID system operation. Theoretically, the system will operate very well if $k(x) > 1$, however it is unreachable in practice. For good system performance the sufficient value of $k(x)$ is $0.01 \, (1\%)$, in special cases the transponder is readable even if $k(x) < 0.001 \, (0.1\%)$. Detailed analysis of (8) shows that:
- the angle between coils has to be $0^\circ$
- the radiiuses of coils have to be equal, in practice, the areas has to be equal
- distance $x$ must be as minimum as possible.

4. CONCLUSION

In this paper mathematical analysis of some of RFID system parameters is described. Results of analysis are valid only for RFID with inductive loop, i.e. when energy and data are transferred by magnetic field.

In practice the working frequencies of such systems are 125 kHz ($\omega_0 = 2400$ Hz) and 13.56 MHz ($\omega_0 = 22.12$ MHz). If RFID system works on higher frequencies the electric field becomes dominant and theory described in this paper cannot be used. Moreover, results of analysis are not always practically usable. For example, if we require read range of transponder to be equal 1 m, diameter of antenna and transponder coils should be 2.8 m. Such coils are very hard to realize, so only way to maximize the read range in such case is maximization of couple factor.
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Summary: This paper deals with the problems discussing the transition from off-line diagnostic methods to on-line ones. Based on the experience with commercial partial discharge measuring equipment a new digital system for the evaluation of partial discharge measurement including software and hardware facilities has been developed at the Czech Technical University in Prague. Two expert systems work in this complex evaluating system: a rule-based expert system performs an amplitude analysis of partial discharge impulses for determining the diagnosis of the insulation system, and a neural network which is used for a phase analysis of partial discharge impulses to determine the kind of partial discharge activity. Problem of the elimination of disturbances is also discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

Diagnostic methods are usually used for the determination of actual state of high voltage insulating systems, for the estimation of their residual lifetime, their behavior estimation and the risk assessment in the future operation (11 - 19). Diagnosis of high voltage insulating systems in off-line mode is worked sufficiently and it is broadly executed. However, both the price and power of the newly installed high voltage equipment in the power engineering branch grow up, and that is why the operator’s attention is focussed on the operational reliability of their equipment at first. The tendency of all operators is to monitor the state of their equipment continuously, i.e. using on-line methods.

However, the application of some ‘classical’ methods for on-line diagnostics is inappropriate, sometimes even impracticable (e.g. direct current methods, loss factor measurement, overvoltage tests). On the other hand, the on-line diagnostics are methods for the observation of a discharge activity, which are usually based on the monitoring of secondary effects accompanying partial discharges (PD) in dielectric materials. One of these PD methods, applicable on high voltage grounded objects, is the galvanic method with parallel connection of the high voltage coupling capacitor and the measuring impedance with a lowpass filter. This method is broadly expanded due to its high sensitivity, a good resolution of individual types of PD impulses, and due to the fact that its using is not limited in the capacity of measured object or the quantity of used testing voltage. The advantage of this method is also in the possibility in using it directly during the machine operation by means of permanently installed probes.

2. PROBLEMS WITH ON-LINE MEASUREMENT

In the transition process from off-line diagnostics to on-line ones (monitoring) it is not possible to take over original methodologies of the evaluation of diagnostic parameters ‘automatically’ [10]. Some of diagnostic parameters of off-line diagnostics can not be measured in on-line diagnostics, some lose their sense and, on the other hand, it is necessary to develop new on-line diagnostic methodologies regarding of new conditions. For example, in an off-line PD measurement, the evaluation methodology is based on the dependence of basic diagnostic parameters (apparent charge, PD current, PD frequency) on applied testing voltage. In on-line measurement, the value of voltage is constant, but new dependencies appear, e.g. changes of basic diagnostic parameters in operational time. That is why it is necessary to develop new methodologies based on the monitoring of time shift of diagnostic parameters. Recently, some suspects about calibration process accuracy in the case of measurement of large capacity objects has appeared in technical community.

As regards the evaluation of a diagnostic measurement, the quality of the evaluation and the reproducibility of results are stigmatized by relatively complicated methodologies and complicated (frequently artificially made) diagnostic parameters, what leads to the necessity of the consultation of top human experts for the high-quality evaluation. However, the complexity of the decision-making mechanisms (frequently on the edge of the intuitive decision-making) leads very often to the ambiguous or opposite evaluation of the actual state of the tested machine and estimation of its behavior in further operation. This practice is not acceptable for on-line diagnostics and it is one of reasons why it is not so reliable and why the off-line diagnostics is not so widespread these days. In connection with the on-line methodology development it is necessary to reduce a number of diagnostic parameters to the essential minimum, even at the cost of wasting partial information about the machine actual state. However, this disadvantage is entirely compensated by the fact that the changes in diagnostic parameters in an on-line measurement are indicated at once, and the damage evolution can be monitored permanently. The impossibility of using top human experts for the routine on-line evaluation because their temporary inaccessibility leads to the necessity of developing such an instrument which compensates the human expert view without decreasing the decision-making process quality. Expert systems based on the elements of the artificial intelligence are the best solution of this problem. Their knowledge bases containing experience of the top specialists in the
3. DEVELOPMENT OF PD EQUIPMENT

A new principle of PD device has been developed at the Czech Technical University in Prague. The stable, measuring equipment (a stand, a measuring workplace) for the PD measurement and evaluation under the operational conditions in on-line (non-interruptive) mode has been developed, too.

Measuring, diagnosing, digitizing and processing PD data including a calibration equipment has been developed within. Detected analog PD impulses are digitized in the measuring unit by a special analog digital converter and they are saved in a special memory block. The connection (via standard serial line RS232) between the measuring unit and the computer enables to further digitized PD impulses into a computer for their further processing.

The proper detection and digitization of the input data (measured values of diagnostic PD parameters) is performed in the measuring unit, where the PD impulses enter. These impulses are detected on the classical measuring impedance. Like in case of the classical PD measurement, the surface of the individual current impulse is converted into a voltage value in a standard capacitor, which is then discharged in a discharging circuit. In contrast to classical PD devices, the discharging time is set by a built-in digital clock in this case, which is advantageous in exact countdown of the discharging time and in the possibility of its further digital presentation. The discharging circuit was developed and set in such a way that the discharging time of the maximal charged standard capacitor (in case of the maximal value of the current impulse in the input amplifier), including reset, does not take longer than 50 μs (it is adequate to 256 levels in a digital form). It has a sufficient accuracy for reading the apparent charge value as well as a sufficient high speed for processing PD signals (to the limit 200 signals during the one period of supply voltage, i.e. during 20 ms). A phase shift of the PD impulses is distinguished with the accuracy 1.8 μs, which is sufficient enough. Fig. 1 shows a photograph of the developed measuring unit.

![Photograph of the measuring unit.](image)

**Fig. 1. Photograph of the measuring unit.**

Only two diagnostic parameters, an apparent charge and phase shift of each impulse, are processed. These two data (information about every PD impulse) of 10 periods of the supply voltage are saved in the memory data block of the measuring unit and after the request from the computer (with the help of a standard serial RS232 line, transferred into the computer, where a special software processes them further. The central computer automatically controls the gain of the amplifier of the measuring unit, also via RS232 line.

After the value digitization of diagnostic PD parameters, the cruise of the further activity lies in the software data processing by a special software [11]. Before a proper evaluation of a PD activity, the statistical processing is applied on measured data for removing both random data and characteristic disturbances (radio interference, thyristor disturbances, etc.). "Cleaned up" data are further processed and modified into the expert systems.

The evaluation of the diagnostic parameters and monitoring of the insulation system in operation are performed not only by standard classical methods (according to the criteria values and alarm systems), but also by the expert systems with the elements of artificial intelligence, which enable to include the experience of the expert teams in this branch as well.

The developed evaluation system also uses two independent expert systems for processing measured PD data. These expert systems work simultaneously and special software controls their coordination. The rule-based expert system performs the amplitude analysis of PD impulses to specify the extent of the damage of the insulating system. The neural expert system (a neural network) has better ability of the abstraction, and therefore it is used for the phase analysis of PD impulses (the recognition of PD patterns), which enables to specify the kind of PD activity, respectively to localize PD sources. Inputs and outputs of data in these expert systems are similar in as in case of a rule-based expert system, i.e. in the form of small input and output text files.

The outputs and visualization are performed using friendly, i.e. all results are displayed on a virtual panel of a standard measuring device. Except of the classical visualization of PD impulses within one period of the supply voltage the visualization of PD impulses on a sine curve, an ellipse or on an abscissa, the results of evaluations the by expert systems, the mode of data filtering, and the results of statistical processing, the actual levels of parameters and levels of the alarm state activity are also continuously displayed on the monitor screen.

The great advantages in the evaluations of PD data are in various sorts of interferences. We can divide disturbing signals into internal disturbing signals and external ones. The internal interferences are dependent on the actual voltage of the measured subject; external interferences are not dependent on it. We developed several algorithms for the elimination of disturbing signals of digitized PD data. Mainly, we can eliminate randomize signals and thyristor disturbances. A new way in the evaluation of PD signals is the mathematical analysis, which enables possible a better data processing. According to the frequency spectrum of the signal we can recognize steady signals and unsteady signals. In case of steady signals (stochastic immediate broadband signals) we are interested only in the spectrum, especially in the frequency of the Fourier Transform is the best solution for these purposes by reason of that it transforms a view of the signal from time bounded region to a frequency-based one. In the case of the unsteady signals, the frequency is variable. We must adapt the Fourier Transform to analyze signal in the small section of the time only. This technique is called the Time Fourier Transform by way of the windowing of the signal. The Wavelet Transform does not process of signal in the time-frequency region just in Fourier Transform, but it processes in the time-scale region. One of the main advantages of this processing is the fact, that it is possible to perform a local analysis and to analyze a localized area of a larger signal.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The on-line measurements need a high reliability of the measuring apparatus. Unsuitability and complicity of existing measuring PD measurement apparatus is one of problems, which must be solved by the diagnostic staff. 'Classical' PD measuring apparatus were developed no only for the data collection, but also for the direct process evaluation of the diagnostic parameters. The disadvantages of 'classical' PD meters result from the analog data processing and a stable system conception of the apparatus.

One of the most effective possibilities to reduce the disadvantages mentioned above is the consequent digitization of the PD impulses immediately after their phase analysis of PD impulses (the recognition of PD patterns), which enables to specify the kind of PD activity, respectively to localize PD sources. Inputs and outputs of data in these expert systems are similar in as in case of a rule-based expert system, i.e. in the form of small input and output text files.

The outputs and visualization are performed using friendly, i.e. all results are displayed on a virtual panel of a standard measuring device. Except of the classical visualization of PD impulses within one period of the supply voltage the visualization of PD impulses on a sine curve, an ellipse or on an abscissa, the results of evaluations the by expert systems, the mode of data filtering, and the results of statistical processing, the actual levels of parameters and levels of the alarm state activity are also continuously displayed on the monitor screen.

The great advantages in the evaluations of PD data are in various sorts of interferences. We can divide disturbing signals into internal disturbing signals and external ones. The internal interferences are dependent on the actual voltage of the measured subject; external interferences are not dependent on it. We developed several algorithms for the elimination of disturbing signals of digitized PD data. Mainly, we can eliminate randomize signals and thyristor disturbances. A new way in the evaluation of PD signals is the mathematical analysis, which enables possible a better data processing. According to the frequency spectrum of the signal we can recognize steady signals and unsteady signals. In case of steady signals (stochastic immediate broadband signals) we are interested only in the spectrum, especially in the frequency of the Fourier Transform is the best solution for these purposes by reason of that it transforms a view of the signal from time bounded region to a frequency-based one. In the case of the unsteady signals, the frequency is variable. We must adapt the Fourier Transform to analyze signal in the small section of the time only. This technique is called the Time Fourier Transform by way of the windowing of the signal. The Wavelet Transform does not process of signal in the time-frequency region just in Fourier Transform, but it processes in the time-scale region. One of the main advantages of this processing is the fact, that it is possible to perform a local analysis and to analyze a localized area of a larger signal.

The on-line measurements need a high reliability of the measuring apparatus. Unsuitability and complicity of existing measuring PD measurement apparatus is one of problems, which must be solved by the diagnostic staff. 'Classical' PD measuring apparatus were developed no only for the data collection, but also for the direct process evaluation of the diagnostic parameters. The disadvantages of 'classical' PD meters result from the analog data processing and a stable system conception of the apparatus.

One of the most effective possibilities to reduce the disadvantages mentioned above is the consequent digitization of the PD impulses immediately after their phase analysis of PD impulses (the recognition of PD patterns), which enables to specify the kind of PD activity, respectively to localize PD sources. Inputs and outputs of data in these expert systems are similar in as in case of a rule-based expert system, i.e. in the form of small input and output text files.

The outputs and visualization are performed using friendly, i.e. all results are displayed on a virtual panel of a standard measuring device. Except of the classical visualization of PD impulses within one period of the supply voltage the visualization of PD impulses on a sine curve, an ellipse or on an abscissa, the results of evaluations the by expert systems, the mode of data filtering, and the results of statistical processing, the actual levels of parameters and levels of the alarm state activity are also continuously displayed on the monitor screen.

The great advantages in the evaluations of PD data are in various sorts of interferences. We can divide disturbing signals into internal disturbing signals and external ones. The internal interferences are dependent on the actual voltage of the measured subject; external interferences are not dependent on it. We developed several algorithms for the elimination of disturbing signals of digitized PD data. Mainly, we can eliminate randomize signals and thyristor disturbances. A new way in the evaluation of PD signals is the mathematical analysis, which enables possible a better data processing. According to the frequency spectrum of the signal we can recognize steady signals and unsteady signals. In case of steady signals (stochastic immediate broadband signals) we are interested only in the spectrum, especially in the frequency of the Fourier Transform is the best solution for these purposes by reason of that it transforms a view of the signal from time bounded region to a frequency-based one. In the case of the unsteady signals, the frequency is variable. We must adapt the Fourier Transform to analyze signal in the small section of the time only. This technique is called the Time Fourier Transform by way of the windowing of the signal. The Wavelet Transform does not process of signal in the time-frequency region just in Fourier Transform, but it processes in the time-scale region. One of the main advantages of this processing is the fact, that it is possible to perform a local analysis and to analyze a localized area of a larger signal.
3. DEVELOPMENT OF PD EQUIPMENT

A new principle of PD device has been developed at the Czech Technical University in Prague. The stable, measuring equipment (a stand, a measuring workplace) for the PD measurement and evaluation under the operational conditions in-line (non-interruptive) mode has been developed too.

Measuring PD, digitizing, and processing PD data including a calibration equipment has been developed within. Detected analog PD impulses are digitized in the measuring unit by a special analog digital converter and they are saved in a special memory block. The connection (via standard serial line RS232) between the measuring unit and the computer enables to further digitized PD impulses into a computer for their further processing.

The proper detection and digitization of the input data (measured values of diagnostic PD parameters) is performed in the measuring unit, where the PD impulses enter. These impulses are detected on the classical measuring impedance. Like in case of the classical PD measurement, the surface of the individual current PD impulse is converted into a voltage value in a standard capacitor, which is then discharged in a discharging circuit. In contrast to classical PD devices, the discharging time is set by a built-in digital clock in this case, which is advantageous in exact countdown of the discharging time and in the possibility of its further digital processing. The program unit has been developed and set in such a way that the discharging time of the maximal charged standard capacitor (in case of the maximal value of the current impulse in the input amplifier), including resetting, cannot take longer than 50 μs (it is adequate to 256 levels in a digital form). It has a sufficient accuracy for reading the apparent charge value as well as it has a sufficiently high speed for processing PD signals (to the limit 200 signals during the one period of supply voltage, i.e. during 20 ms). A phase shift of the PD impulses is distinguished with the accuracy 1.8°, which is sufficient enough. Fig. 1 shows a photograph of the developed measuring unit.

Fig. 1. Photograph of the measuring unit.

Only two diagnostic parameters, an apparent charge and phase shift of each impulse, are processed. These two data (information about every PD impulse) of 10 periods of the supply voltage are saved in the memory data block of the measuring unit and after the request from the computer, with the help of a standard serial RS232 line, transferred into the computer, where a special software processes them further. The central computer automatically controls the gain of the amplifier of the measuring unit, also via RS232 line.

After the value digitization of diagnostic PD parameters, the crux of the further activity lies in the software data processing by a special software [11]. Before a proper evaluation of a PD activity, the statistical processing is applied on measured data for removing both random data and characteristic disturbances (radio interference, thyristor disturbances, etc.). "Cleaned up" data are further processed and modified into the expert systems.

The evaluation of the diagnostic parameters and monitoring of the insulation system in operation are performed not only by standard classical methods (according to the criteria values and alarm systems), but also by the expert systems with the elements of artificial intelligence, which enable to include the experience of the human experts in this branch as well.

The developed evaluating system also uses two independent expert systems for proceeding measured PD data. These expert systems work simultaneously and special software controls their coordination. The rule-based expert system performs the amplitude analysis of PD impulses to specify the extent of the damage of the insulating system. The neural control system (a neural network) has better ability of the abstraction, and therefore it is used for the phase analysis of PD impulses (the recognition of PD patterns), which enable not only to specify the kind of PD activity, but even to localize PD resources.

After preliminary processing the data from the central unit is used by a small additional database. Expert system evaluates this data and the results of the consultation, i.e. the probability of the output hypotheses, are inserted into the small output database, see Fig. 2. After further processing the results of the consultation with the expert system are displayed on the monitor of the computer in the form of the recommendation for further operation.

Fig. 2. Data flow in the evaluating system.

A neural expert system (neural network) has better ability of the abstraction and therefore it was used for the phase analysis of PD impulses (the recognition of PD patterns), which enables to specify the kind of PD activity, respectively to localize PD resources. Inputs and outputs of data in these expert systems are similar as in case of a rule-based expert system, i.e. in the form of small input and output text files.

The outputs and visualization are performed user-friendly, i.e. all results are displayed on a virtual panel of a standard measuring device. Except of the classical visualization of PD impulses within one period of the supply voltage (the visualization of PD impulses on a sine curve, an ellipse or as an absissa), the results of evaluations the by expert systems, the mode of data filtering, and the results of statistical processing, the actual levels of PD parameters, and the alarm state activity are also continuously displayed on the monitor screen.

The great advantages in the evaluations of PD data are in various sorts of interferences. We can divide disturbing signals into internal disturbing signals and external ones. The internal interferences are dependent on the actual voltage of the measured subject; external interferences are not dependent on it. We developed several algorithms for the elimination of disturbing signals of digitized PD data. Mainly, we can eliminate randomize signals and thyristor disturbances. A new way in the evaluation of PD signals is the mathematical analysis, which enables possible a better data processing. According to the frequency spectrum of the signal we can recognize steady signals and unsteady signals. In case of steady signals (stochastic immediate broadband signals) we are interested only in the frequency spectrum only. The Fourier Transform is the best solution for these purposes by reason that it transforms a view of the signal from time-to-frequency domain to a frequency-based one. In the case of the unsteady signals, the frequency is variable. We must adapt the Fourier Transform to analyze signal in the small section of the time only. This technique is called the Time Fourier Transform by way of the windowing of the signal. The Wavelet Transform does not process signal in the time-frequency region of the Fourier Transform, but it processes it in the time-scale region. One of the main advantages of this processing is the fact, that it is possible to perform a local analysis and to analyze a localized area of a larger signal.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The on-line measurements need a high reliability of the measuring apparatus. Unsuitability and complicity of existing measuring PD measurement apparatus is one of problems, which must be solved by the diagnostic staff. 'Classical' PD measuring apparatus were developed no only for the data collection, but also for the direct process evaluation of the diagnostic parameters. The disadvantages of 'classical' PD meters result from the analog data processing and a stable system conception of the measuring apparatus.

One of the most effective possibilities to reduce the disadvantages mentioned above is the consequent digitization of the PD impulses immediately after their
detection at the beginning of the evaluation process (the best, directly after the indication of the PD impulses) and subsequent processing digitized data only.

The impossibility of using top human experts for the routine on-line evaluation because their temporary inaccessibility leads to the necessity of developing such an instrument which comprises the human expert view without decreasing the decision-making process quality. Expert systems based on the elements of the artificial intelligence are the best solution of this problem.

On the basis of experience with PD measurement a new principle of PD device has been developed at the Czech Technical University in Prague. The developed evaluating system for the PD measurement has several advantages (in comparison with commercially produced PD devices based on analog data processing only):

- The digitization of PD data directly in the measuring unit, the transfer of the digitized data into the computer via a standard serial line and the processing of digitized data enabling to minimize the impulse interference.
- The possibility of software modification with respect to specific conditions of the tested equipment.
- Low price in comparison with commercially produced PD devices.
- The improvement of mechanical resistance and the operational reliability of the PD device considering the fact that the new PD equipment has minimum of mechanical and analog parts.

At present, the developed equipment is tested in the High Voltage Laboratory of the Czech Technical University in Prague. After successful testing under the laboratory conditions, this equipment will be tested in the operation, at several workplaces in the Czech National Network System. Considering all advantages of a new principle of the measurement and evaluation of the diagnostic PD parameters, this diagnostic method is expected to expand in power engineering plants and in the future these systems are expected to be installed in the majority of medium and large power machines and equipments in the power engineering system in the Czech Republic. This system could also be used in nuclear power plants ensuring the safety and reliability of the important electrical machines and equipment.
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Summary: Rotating electrical machines play an important role in the world’s industrial life. Hence there is a strong demand on their reliable and safe operation. Their faults and failures can lead to excessive downtimes and generate enormous costs in reduced output, emergency maintenance and lost revenues. Therefore the fault detection methods of electrical machines are of real interest. For the rotor faults diagnosis of induction machines one of the most widely used methods is the so-called motor current signature analysis (MCSA). This method can be applied both to the squirrel-cage and to the wound rotor induction motors. For on-line measurements and data processing virtual instruments are proposed. In this paper some results obtained in the case of the wound rotor induction machine will be presented.

1. INTRODUCTION

The most commonly used motor in industrial applications is the three-phase induction motor due to its several advantages as simple design, rugged construction, reliable operation, low initial cost, easy operation and maintenance, relatively high efficiency, etc. Most of the utilised induction motors are of squirrel-cage rotor, but also numerous wound rotor induction motors are used.

The wound rotor (also called the slip-ring motor) has nearly the same stator construction and winding arrangement as the squirrel-cage induction motor: a three-phase winding placed in the slots of a laminated steel core.

The cylindrical core of its rotor is made up of steel laminations, slotted to hold the formed coils of the three star connected single-phase windings. The coils of the rotor winding are grouped to form the same number of poles as in the stator windings. The three leads from these windings terminate at three slip rings mounted on the rotor shaft. Carbon brushes press against these slip rings and are held securely by adjustable springs mounted in the brush holders. The brush holders are fixed rigidly. Leads from the brush terminals are usually connected to an external speed controller.

Also this type of electrical machine has some advantages. Because of they high starting torque (of 200-250% of the full load torque) and relatively low starting current (250-350% of the full load current) the wound rotor induction machines are often used in those constant speed drives where great starting torque is required. Its speed can be controlled simply (but with low efficiency) by regulating rotor resistance.

In these applications the failures of the wound rotor induction motors can shut down an entire industrial process. Such unplanned machine shut downs cost both time and money that could be avoided if an early warning system should be available against impending failures [1].

Hence precise fault diagnosis methods applied to this class of electrical machines could improve process safety, a key factor in many industrial environments.